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In [9] M. Sweedler showed that the coalgebra structure of cocommutative, 
irreducible Hopf algebras over perfect fields is the coproduct of “sequence of 
divided power” coalgebras (i.e., coalgebras whose bases consist of a sequence 
of divided powers). In this paper it is shown that, over perfect fields of charac- 
teristic p > 0 and under certain rather weak conditions, the objects in this 
category and in the category of commutative, cocommutative, irreducible 
Hopf algebras which are free over cocommutative, pointed, irreducible 
coalgebras are coproducts of certain elementary Hopf algebras. (B. Ditters 
in [2] has independently proved this theorem in some special cases.) These 
elementary Hopf algebras will have evident analogies to sequence of divided 
power coalgebras and, as shown in the appendix, are isomorphic to Witt 
Hopf algebras in the commutative case. The second major theorem of this 
paper is that if $j is a cocommutative, irreducible Hopf algebra and F(g) the 
free Hopf algebra of 4j, then the Hopf kernel of F(e) -+ 4j is also a coproduct 
of the above mentioned elementary Hopf algebras. 
Section 1 consists of a listing of definitions and basic facts needed in the 
remainder of the paper. 
Section 2 culminates in the structure theorem for free cocommutative, 
irreducible Hopf algebras. For this proof we need to know that these Hopf 
algebras contain primitives and sequences of divided powers of a certain 
explicit form. This is done in Propositions 2.5 and 2.10, respectively. The 
proof of the former strongly uses Sweedler’s structure theorem, by saying in 
effect, for that theorem to be true, the desired primitives must exist. 
Section 3 includes a demonstration that the Hopf kernel of F(G) + Jj is 
* Part of this paper is derived from my doctoral thesis written under the direction 
of Professor Stephen U. Chase. I would also like to thank Professor Richard G. Larson 
for many useful conversations and Professor Mitsuhiro Takeuchi for pointing our 
some errors in the original manuscript. 
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2 KENNETH NEWMAN 
also a coproduct of these elementary Hopf algebras. This proof utilizes the 
methods developed in Section 2, and in addition, the relationship between 
Hopf algebras over fields of characteristic p and restricted Lie algebras is 
exploited. Included is an application of the work of E. Witt [IO] on free 
restricted Lie algebras. 
1 
The following, rather long, list of definitions and results (generally 
previously published) is an unavoidable preliminary to the paper. Note that 
all diagonalization maps of coalgebras and Hopf algebras will be symbolized 
by d, and all augmentation maps by E. The ground field will be denoted by 52. 
1 ,l+ A nontrivial coalgebra will be called simple if it contains no nontrivial 
subcoalgebras. 
1.2. A coalgebra is irreducible if it contains a unique simple subcoalgebra. 
1.3. A coalgebra is pointed if every simple subcoalgebra is one-dimensional. 
Note that if c(g) = 1 and g is in a one-dimensional simple subcoalgebra, then 
g is grouplike, i.e., dg = g @g. 
1.4. A Hopf algebra will be called irreducible if it is irreducible as a 
coalgebra. 
Note that every irreducible Hopf algebra is pointed as a coalgebra, since 
the identity generates a one-dimensional subcoalgebra. 
We will abbreviate pointed, irreducible, cocommutative coalgebra by 
PIC-coalgebra; and irreducible, cocommutative Hopf algebra by PIC-Hopf 
algebra. Further, the grouplike of a PIC-coalgebra will be denoted by g. 
1 S. An irreducible, cocommutative bialgebra has a unique antipode, i.e., 
can be given a Hopf algebra structure in a unique way. 
Proof. See [S, p. 71 (the first definition)] and [8, Proposition 9.2.5, p. 1961. 
1.6. If C% is a coalgebra, a sequence of subcoalgebras a,, C (X1 C 6s C ... 
will be called afiltration if d& C x:=,, & @ (Eiej and (Ji Kd = K 
In this paper, if 6 is a PIC-coalgebra, we will only consider those filtrations 
of 6 such that a,, = the simple subcoalgebra of 6. 
1.7. If 0: is a PIC-coalgebra, a set of subspaces {Q}~=s form a grading 
of K if 
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(a) B0 = simple subcoalgebra of tX; 
(b) 6 = 0;s Q; 
(c) AD, c &, aj 0 a,-, . 
If 4, is a PIC-Hopf algebra then {Q}& is a Hopf algebra grading if it is both a 
coalgebra and algebra grading. 
1.8. If {Q},Ts is a grading of 6, then {t&}z&, where cj = &, BDi , will 
be called the associatedfiltration. (It is easy to see that it is a filtration.) 
1.9. A basis !I3 = {x~}~~, of a PIC-coalgebra 0. will be called homogeneous 
with respect to a given filtration {6:i}jm=0 if 
(a) for eachj, there exists a subset of 23 spanning (5,; 
(b) gc% 
(c) if xi E 23 and xi # g then c(q) = 0. 
It is clear that for any filtration there is a related homogeneous basis. 
1.10. A basis B = {x~}~~, of a PIC-coalgebra will be homogeneous with 
respect to a given grading {B,}z~,, if, f or each j, a subset of 23 spans IDj . Note 
that a basis homogeneous with respect to a grading is also homogeneous with 
respect to the associated filtration. 
1.11. Every PIC-coalgebra B can be filtered, by what is called the 
cora&calJiltration. Let 
6, = kernel@ /.E, ($'n+l' (r--,)'"+ll , (a+)W+l,), 
where I is the identity map on 6, 
cc+ = {XEC 1 c(X) = O}, and X(n) E x @ ... ax. 
n-times 
(See [g, Corollary 9.0.4, p. 185 and Corollary 9.1.7, pp. 191-1921. 
1.12. Let a* be the algebra dual to a PIC-coalgebra (5. Then & is a 
K*-module via c* . c = & c&c*, cc,)), where c* E 6*, c E 6, and AC = 
Z(C) c(r) 0 c(a) [8, Proposition 2.11, p. 341. 
1.13. Let 6 be a PIC-coalgebra. We say a PIC-Hopf algebra F(&) is the 
free PIC-Hopf algebra on 6 if 
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(a) there exists a coalgebra map L : E +F(O.) 
(b) for all PIC-Hopf algebras $j and coalgebra maps 0 : 0. - !?J, there 
exists a unique Hopf algebra map 4 :F(O) --t sj, such that L o I/ = 0. 
Remark. It is quite easy to construct free PIG-Hopf algebras. Let {x~)~~, 
be a basis for &+. Then letF(K) = R[X&, be the noncommutative polynomial 
ring on the objects {XJie, . Give F(O) a coalgebra structure by letting the 
diagonalization of Xi correspond to that of xi (with the grouplike in 0. 
corresponding to the identity inJ’(K)). The diagonalization of each polynomial 
is determined by the axiom that diagonalization is an algebra map. Finally 
we define l (XJ = 0. Note that F(O) has an antipode by 1.5. 
F(E) will be the free PIC-Hopf algebra over 0, for 
(a) The map L generated by xi + Xi andg + 1 is a coalgebra map from 
a to F(K). 
(b) If !+j is an arbitrary PIC-Hopf algebra and 8 : 6 ---f 5, let e(xJ = ~7~ . 
Then define 4: F(E) -+ 9~ via #(Xi) = ~1~ . Clearly (G is a Hopf algebra map. 
1.14. In a similar way, we can define free PIC-Hopf algebras in the cate- 
gory of commutative PIC-Hopf algebras. These can be constructed by using 
commutative polynomial rings. If we wish to distinguish between the non- 
commutative and commutative free PIC-Hopf algebras of a PIC-coalgebra, the 
former will be denoted S(B) and the latter cF(a). Generally, however, we 
will call both F(K). 
Remark. General free Hopf algebras exist [see 7, p. 661. 
1.15. If we have designated some basis {.Q}~~, of a+, then we will call 
R[X&, (commutative or non-commutative) the canonical representation 
of F(K). 
If {XihOJCI P s an a+ where T, is a subcoalgebra of (5 then we will denote 
WX,~ by Wa). 
Throughout the remainder of the paper the ground $eld will be a perfect field 
of characteristic p > 0. 
1.16. Let 23 = {x~}~., bea basis of 0, a PIC-coalgebra. Define 
et: cc(P) 555 6 @ a @ ... @ 6 - 6 
p-times 
via 
(a) x!“) -+ x: 
(b) ail other’Lanonica1 basis elements of @P) ---f 0. 
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Extend by l/p-linearity. Now define Z’ = AD-, 0 v. Since v restricted to the 
symmetric tensors is independent of basis [3, Theorem 4.1.1, p. 273 and 
Corollary 4.1.2, p. 2741, Z’ is uniquely defined for each PIC-coalgebra. 
1.17. P commutes with coalgebra and algebra maps [3, Proposition 4.1.6, 
p. 278-2791 and, therefore, Z’(a) is a subcoalgebra of 0. and V(a) is a sub- 
Hopf algebra of !+j. 
1.18. Let 
We say x E (5 has coheight n if x E V”(c) and x has coheight cc if 
1.19. Let {C&}ic, be a filtration of a PIC-coalgebra 6. Then V(Q C & , 
t = greatest integer +2/p. 
Proof. Pick a homogeneous basis {x~}~~, of (5. Since 
and since XI”’ can be in the right hand set only if .ri E 6, , Z’(&) C 6, . 
1.20. If {a,},“,,, is a grading of a PIC-coalgebra, then Z’(D,) C Dnls if 
p 1 12 and V(D,) = 0 ifp f n. 
Proqf. Similar to [l. 191. 
1.21. If x E (5, a PIC-coalgebra and c(x) = 0, then V~(X) = 0 for some m. 
Proof. If we take the coradical filtration of Cs then by [l. 191, F(c) E &, 
for some m. But c( Z”(x)) 1 0 and 0 is the only element with zero augmenta- 
tion in co . 
1.22. If !+j is a PIC-Hopf algebra define 
Note that fl(!+j) is a vector space. Also if {!Fj3i}~~0 is the coradical filtration of 
5, then sj, = !&, @ p’(s) [8, Proposition 10.0.1, p. 2001. 
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1.23. A set of elements OX, lx, % ,..., nx (n finite or infinite) in a PIC-Hopf 
algebra B,will be called an n-sequence of diwided powers (n-SDP or SDP), if 
A% = c;=, ix @ “-ix. Note that OX = 1 and lx E g(e). At times, we will say 
that the above set is a SDP over lx. 
1.24. Since the {%} in [I.231 f orm a graded coalgebra, [1.20] implies that 
V”(x) = *lPx if p 1 12 and V”(x) = 0 ifp f 12. 
1.25. Let 11 eI/ E Zs, be defined bypl~el~ < e < pllell+l. 
1.26. Let sj be a PIC-Hopf algebra. Assume Ox, lx,..., t-1~ is a SDP such 
that % has coheight n - I/ e 1) for 1 < e < t and t < pn+l. Then there 
exists a fx of coheight n - /I t 11 such that Ox, lx,..., f~ is a SDP. 
Proof. [9, Lemma 7, p. 5221. 
1.27. Let lx E P(a), $ a PIC-Hopf algebra. 
(4 ?X has coheight n (n < co) if and only if there exists a pn+l - 1 
SDP over lx. 
(b) Assume V (k’=(b)) = V”(B). Then lx has coheight co if and only 
if there exists a co-SDP over rx [9, Theorem 2, p. 5211 and its modification 
[5, Theorem 4, p. 271. 
1.28. Note that the primitives of coheight rz form a decreasing sequence of 
vector spaces as n increases. Call the vector space of primitives of coheight 
n (n finite or infinite), 8, . We will say that a PIC-Hopf algebra has a Sweedkr 
basis if there exists a basis of the primitives {xi}iac, such that there exists 
Go 3 Gr 1 ... r) G, , such that {x~}~~~, is a basis of d, . 
1.29. A PIC-Hopf algebra !?J will be called a GPIC-Hopf algebra if it has 
a Sweedler basis and V( V-(sj)) = Vm(a). 
$J will automatically be a GPIC-Hopf algebra if g(B) is finite dimensional, 
since it is clear that $3 has a Sweedler basis, and [5, Corollary 13, p. 331 shows 
V(P(~)) = P(!jj). 
1.30. Assume I, is a GPIC-Hopf algebra and let (1~~)~~~~ be a Sweedler 
basis of 9. If i E G, - G,,, (or if i E G, , if n = co), pick a pn+l - 1 SDP 
Ox1 , lxi , 2xi ,..., pn+lxj over xi . If we put any arbitrary ordering on Go, 
then the set of monomials of the form 
mlXj, . mzxi2 .. f m8xi, = fl mixi I ii < ik if j < K 
and 0 < mj < pnfl - 1 if ii E G, - Gnfl 
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will be a basis for 5 [9, Theorem 3, p. 5211. (Of course, we consider monomials 
such as nxlmxZ and nxlMxZOxa to be the same, even though notationally they 
are different.) 
Note that n(n mixi) = E(n nt-jixi @ n jixi), where (j, ,jz ,..., j,) runs 
from (0, 0 ,..., 0) to (7rzi , m2 ,..., m,). When we write n(n “ix*) in this form 
we will call it the normal diugonulization of n mi~i. Note further, that if 
we partially order the n ixi by saying n mixi < n ni~i if each mi < ni (if 
xj is not in n ‘QX~ consider nj = 0), then each tensorand in the normal 
diagonalization of n QX~ will be less than or equal to n ni~i . 
1.31. Let 6 be a PIC-coalgebra. A coalgebru Sweedh basis will be a basis 
{Xi~i~G, of ker V such that there exists Go 3 G, 3 ... 3 G, , such that {xi}ieC ” 
is a basis of the elements in ker V with coheight n. 
1.32. A PIC-coalgebra 6 will be called a GPIC-coalgebra if it has a 
coalgebra Sweedler basis and V(V’“(6)) = Vu(E). (Using the structure 
theorem of 1.30 one can see that a GPIC-Hopf algebra is a GPIC-coalgebra.) 
As in [1.29] 6 will automatically be a GPIC-coalgebra if ker V is finite. (The 
technique of [5, Corollary 13, p. 331 also applies to the case at hand.) 
2 
Now we begin a succession of lemmas and propositions leading to the 
structure theorem for free cocommutative, irreducible Hopf algebras. First 
we demonstrate a structure theorem for GPIC-coalgebras that bears a strong 
resemblance to [1.30]. In fact, in a sense, it is a generalization of [1.30] as the 
basis described there is regular. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A set of elements 6 = {xp}isl in a PIC-coalgebra will 
be called reguZar if 
(1) V(xi) E G or V(x,) = 0, for all xi E G, 
(2) V(x,) = V(xJ # 0 implies xi = xi , 
(3) c(xJ # 0 implies xi = g, 
(4) 046. 
A set of nonzero elements x0 , x1 ,..., x, (n finite or infinite) will be called a 
regular sequence if V(x,) = xi-i 1 < i < n and 11(x0) = 0. 
Note that maximal regular sequences in a regular set G are disjoint and 
that their union (together with g, if g E G) equals 6. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. &vGPIC -coalgebra (5 has a regular basis. 
Proof. Let {,,x~}~~~, be a Sweedler basis of 6. If i E G, - Gnt~i , n finite, by 
definition of coheight there exists a regular sequence: ,,xi , rxi ,..., n~2’i. If 
in G then since I/‘( V”(6)) = Y”(K), h t ere exists a regular sequence in 
vyq: @xi ) pi , 2sj ,... . Let 23 be the totality of elements {jxi> u {gj. Then 
we claim that 23 is a basis (which is clearly regular) for 0. 
To show this let the span of !I3 be a. Assume inductively that ker V C 3. 
(Since {,,x~}~~~~ span ker V, this hypothesis is true for t = 1.) Let 
x E ker Vt+l - ker V. Since V(X) E ker V, we have V(X) = x:i ai ,+c~ , 
in G, and a, E !& Therefore, since V(‘X~) == ,-,.x~ , K’(.x - xi afttxi) = 0; 
which implies by induction hypothesis that x-xi a$piEB. Therefore, XF~. 
Now assume that xi,j ai,j j~i = 0, aiei E R with only a finite number 
nonzero. Let t be the largest integer such that ai,t f 0 for some i. Then 
But the ,,xi are independent, which means all the aj,t = 0, i.e., the j~i are 
independent. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.3. The monomials of [I.301 form a regular basis of 6, as 
V(n ni~i) = n “il%i if p / ni Vi and is zero otherwise. 
Remark 2.4. If B is a regular basis of a GPIC-coalgebra 6, then any 
polynomial P in the canonical representation of F(6) has coheight n if and 
only if each variable in P has coheight n. 
Proof. -z Clear since V is an algebra map. 
* b regular implies that the variables in F(6) form a regular set. Thus 
if M is a monomial in F(6), F’(M) is also a monomial or zero. Now assume P 
has coheight n, n finite. Pick Q EF@) such that W(Q) = P. Then for each 
monomial M in P there is a monomial ICI’ in Q such that V”(W) = M. Now 
the regularity of the variables implies that each variable in M has coheight n. 
If coheight P = co, we have shown that each variable has coheight n for 
any finite n, i.e., each variable has coheight CO. Q.E.D. 
The following, seemingly innocuous, proposition is fundamental to this 
paper. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let $ be a PIC-Hopf algebra and 3 a GPIC-sub-Hopf 
algebra. If x E !$ such that V(x) = 0 and 
Ax = N @ 1 + 1 @X + c Ti,r @ Ti,2 
with Tij E 3, then there exists a primitive x of the form x + w with w E J. 
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Proof. If x E J the proof is trivial. So assume x $3. Let B = {l~i}ifc, 
be a Sweedler basis of 3 and let {I-I n~~z} be the basis of 3 described in [1.30]. 
Let J’ be the Hopf algebra generated by 3 and X. Note that if ZJ E 3, 
coheight v in 3 equals coheight D in 3’. (Assume F”‘(u) = ZI, II E J’. We can 
write u as a polynomial in x and elements of J. But any monomial that 
contains a power of x is in ker I’. Therefore, if U’ is a polynomial containing 
only those monomials of u without powers of X, V”‘(U’) = v.) Similarly if 
o E 3’ - 3, coheight z’ = 0. Therefore b can be extended to a Sweedler 
basis of J’ by adjoining primitives {1yi}iec,8 of coheight 0. Now order G, U Go 
so that each element of G,’ is greater than each element of G,, . Thus, by 
[I.301 J’ has a basis of the form (nzEG, nizi . nieG,, ““~vJ. We define 
and 
and 
and will abbreviate such monomials by Mi . 
Write x = z,i aiMj , ai E R - (0). We shall show first that 1 z I(Mi) > 0 
implies ) y I(M,) = 0. Assume the contrary. Among the Mj’s such that 
1 z I(Mj) > 0, pick an ikl, such that 1 y i(M,) is maximal. Definefin the dual 
of3’, bf(y(M,)) = 1 andf on other basis elements equals zero. Then using 
the module structure defined in [ 1.121, and the normal diagonalization of Mj , 
we have 
where AMj = Ck Mjml, @ Mj.,., . Note that 1 y i(M,+,) < I y I(MJ. Thus, by 
the maximality of 1 y l(Mn) f or any j, there can exist a k such that (f, Mi,h.) # 0 
only if Mj is of the form a(&‘,) y(M,) or ( z l(Mj) = 0. In the first case note 
that f. Mi = z(Mj) which is a basis element in 3 and f applied to distinct 
Mi’s of this form yields distinct basis elements. Thus, 
foxaiM,= 1 ajZ(Mj) + 1 ajfj . Mi . 
jlv(Mj)=hbf,) ilzlL%fj)=O 
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Note in the second sum 1 z l(f. MJ = 0. On the other hand, f . x = 
x(f, 1) + l(f, x) + x:i Ti,,(f, Tis2> = llf, X) since (f, 3) = 0. This is a 
contradiction since z(M,) #= 1. 
Now we will show that / y I(Mi) = 0 or 1 Vj. Assume the contrary and 
pick M,” = ny=r nfyi with maximal y-value. (Of course, z(M,J = 0.) Let 
M,’ = nr-lyr n:, niyi be a monomial’ similar to Mn except that one of the 
nonzero ni has been lowered by one. Define f in the dual of 3’ by f (M,‘) = 1 
and f on the other monomials is zero. Now if f . Mj # 0, Mj must be of the 
form 
or equal to M,‘. (1 y I(Mj) < 1 y l(Mn’) + 1 and if f. Mj # 0, M,’ < Mj , 
using the partial order mentioned in [1.30].) In the first casef . n/l, = yt and 
if Mj = M,‘, f . Mj = 1. Thus, f . 1 aiMi = x aiui , where ui = yt for 
some t or ui = 1 or 0. In any case, the nonzero ui’s are independent and at 
least one is a primitive, since f. M, = yr . On the other hand, 
f . x = x<f, 1) + l<f, x> + ; Tdf, Ti.z> = l(f, x> 
since (f, J> = 0. Then we again have a contradiction. 
We conclude, therefore, that either y(Mj) = 0, or y(M,) = 1 and 
z(Mj) = 0. The latter says Mj is a primitive. Consequently, x is a linear 
combination of elements in J and primitives, which is the statement of the 
proposition. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let !J.J, = A[Y, , Y, ,..., YJ (n = 0, I,..., 00) be either 
a commutative or noncommutative polynomial ring. We give ‘$, a Hopf 
algebra structure by first giving each variable augmentation zero. Then let 
AY, = 1 @ Y, + Ye@ 1. By [1.26] we can extend this to a p - 1 SDP in 
S[ El’,]: 1, Y. = lyl , 2y1 ,..., “-‘y. Now formally define OY, so that it is a 
pth divided power in this sequence. Since V(Y,) = Y,, and since the image 
of V IS a Hopf algebra, 1, lyr , ‘yr ,..., “-ly all have coheight 1 in R[Y, , YJ. 
Therefore using [1.26] again 1, lyr , “yr ,..., ‘9 = E; can be extended to a 
p2 - 1 SDP in A[Y, , Y,]. Now formally let A Y, be a p2 divided power and 
continue this process up to Y, . 
For convenience, we will assume that ‘!& is graded as a bialgebra. We can 
do this if we assume Y,, has grading one, and when choosing “y, 3y,..., P-‘y 
picking only elements homogeneous of degree 2, 3,..., p - 1 respectively. 
Then give Yi grading p, and again choose “y p < n < ps to be homogeneous 
of degree n. Give Ya gradingp2 and continue. 
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Remark 2.7. (a) $3,, is a cocommutative, irreducible bialgebra and thus is 
a Hopf algebra [1.5]. 
(b) % C %+j i 3 0. 
(c) If p,’ = R[Y,‘, Yr’,..., E’,‘] is constructed in a manner similar to 
‘@,, then there exists ‘p: Cpn _C ‘!&‘. 
Proof. Map Y,, + Y,‘. Let “y’ = #y) 1 < n < p. Since the “y’ are 
all homogeneous and in R[Y,‘], we can pick a homogeneous element of 
degree p in R[Y,,‘, Yr’] which extends the SDP Ya’, “y’,..., P-4’. Coheight 
considerations insure that this element is of the form Y1’ + Qr with 
Qr E R[Y,,‘]. Map Yr 4 Y1’ + Qr and let “y’ = #y) p < n < p*. Again we 
can extend this sequence by a homogeneous element of the form Y2’ + Qa 
with Q2 E R[Y,‘, Y1’]. Continue this process, and we obtain a graded Hopf 
algebra map, with q(YJ = Yi’ + Qi, Qi E fi[Y,‘, Yr’,..., Y,lJ. The map 
can be seen to be onto by a simple induction and is one-to-one since the 
Yi’ + Q( are algebraically independent. 
(d) In the commutative case, ‘p, is isomorphic to the well known Witt 
Hopf algebras. (See appendix.) 
DEFINITION 2.8. A pn+l - 1 SDP 1, !x, *x,..., Pncl-%c (n finite or infinite) 
in a PIC-Hopf algebra sj will be called a standard sequence if there exists a Hopf 
algebra injection T: $3, + !Gj such that v(Yi) = Pix. P’x will be called the 
ith generator of the standard sequence. 
Remark 2.9. In a standard sequence the generators are algebraically 
independent. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let fi be a PIC-Hopf algebra which as an algebra is a 
commutative or noncommutative polynomial ring RIXildsl where the {XijiE, is a 
regular set in sj. Let y0 , y1 ,..., y,, be a regular sequence in fi and let 3 be any 
GPIC-subHopf algebra of 5 such that Ay, = 1 @yn + yn @ 1 + T with 
T E 3 @ J. Assume there exists another sequence of elements y,, , y1 ,..., ynel 
such that 
(1) yi = yi + xi with zi E V(3) 0 < i < n - 1. 
(2) The yi’s are generators of a standard sequence. 
Then there exists yn of the form y,, + z, such that 
(1) z, E J. 
(2) yn is an nth-generator of the above standard sequence. 
Proof. Let J’ be the Hopf algebra generated by J and yn . Since 
yn-l E V(3’) and V”( yn-r) = yn-rmt , t < n - 1, yi has coheight n - i in J’. 
NOW, the rth term in the standard sequence (Y < p”) is in the algebra 
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generated by, , y1 ,..., yllrll , which means it has coheight n - /I I 11. Therefore, 
by [1.26], the standard sequence can be extended by an x E 3’. 
Note that Oy, = yn@ 1 + 1 @JJ,+ T, TEJ@~ implies (by the 
definition of V) that I’(m) E 3. Thus yii_n-l E 3 and the first pn+l - 1 terms 
in our standard sequence are in 3. Consequently dr = x @ 1 + 1 @ .T + T’ 
with T’ E 3 @ 3. 
Now since a, -i E V(3) we can pick w E 3 such that V(w) = z,-i . Then 
V(x - w - yn) = 0 and 
d(x - w - y,J = 1 @ (x - w - y,J + (x - w - yn) @ 1 f T” 
with T” E 3 @ 3. So by Proposition 2.5 there exists a primitive of the form 
x - w - yn - ZI with v E 3. The element x - (x - w - yn - 2’) will be 
the yn described in the statement of the proposition with Z, = w + V. 
To show that ~~ not only extends the standard sequence but is an nth 
generator, we must show that the y,, , r1 ,..., m are algebraically independent 
(so that the map ‘$3, -+ 8 will be injective). Assume inductively that 
7’0 ,x ,..., yn-i are algebraically independent and assume that there exist 
nontrivial polynomials in (n + I)-variables that are zero on y,, , & ,..., 35 . 
Let P be one of these polynomials of smallest degree. 
In the commutative case, if &, appears in each monomial of P, factor it out, 
and we have a polynomial of smaller degree = 0. Contradiction. If y,, is not 
in each monomial, apply the V map and our inductive assumption yields a 
contradiction since T’( yi) = yi-i if i >, 0. 
In the noncommutative case, note that the first variable of at least one of the 
monomials in ji differs from the first variable of all the monomials in 
Yo > Yl Y...> Yi-1 . For, if we pick nj so that all the first variables in yj are in 
ker Vni but not in ker ITnj-l, the regularity of the variables and the fact that 
V(yj) = rj-i ifi 3 1 clearly implies that nj > nit ifj > ,i’. Now write P in 
the form y,,Po + &PI + ... + riPi with Pi + 0 and i < n. Let Xi be a 
first variable in y-s’i which is not a first variable in y. , 7, ,..., yi-‘i-l . Let 112 be a 
monomial of lowest degree in yi that has Xi as a first variable. Since degree 
Pi < degree P, Pi is not zero on the pj’s. So after writing Pi in terms of the 
X’s let N be any monomial of smallest degree in Pi in terms of the X’s. Then 
MN will be a monomial in P that can be duplicated neither as a monomial in 
riPi because of the minimality of the degrees of M and N nor as a monomial 
in 7jPj , i < i because Xi is the first variable of MN. Thus P is not zero on 
- 
YIJ 7 Ul ,.-., 3?n . Q.E.D. 
Note that in the last part of the above we proved the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 2.10’. With $j as above, the elements in any regular sequence in 9 
are algebraically independent. 
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COROLLARY 2.11. @ as in the proposition. Let y. , y1 ,..., yn (n finite or 
infinite) be a regular sequence in 5 and assume that there exists GPIC-subHopf 
algebra 3, , J1 ,..., 3,, such that dyi = yi @ 1 + 1 @ yi + Ti with 
Ti E 31 @ Ji and such that V(J,) p 3i-1 , i 2 1. Then there exists a standard 
sequence genera ted by j$ , j$ , . . . , yn with jji of the form yi + zi , zi E si . 
Proof. By Proposition 2.5 there exists a primitive 7s of the form y0 + .zs 
with a,, E Jo . Now use induction and Proposition 2.10 to construct the rest 
of the standard sequence. 
DEFINITION 2.12. Let K be a PIC-coalgebra and {x~}(~~ a basis homo- 
geneous with respect to some filtration {~i}~o=o. We place a partial ordering 
on the monomials in the canonical representation of F(K) as follows: Assign 
to each monomial M a vector (a, , aa , as ,...) where ai equals the sum of the 
exponents of the variables in M which are contained in F(&) -F&,). 
Order these vectors by Semitic lexicography (i.e., lexicographically from the 
right). Then M < N if the vector corresponding to M is less than the vector 
corresponding to N. 
LEMMA 2.13. (a) If N’ 2 N and M < N then M < N’. 
(b) If M < N and M’ > N’ then MM’ < NN’. 
(c) V(M) < M. 
(d) If {Ei}z~O is the associated filtration of some grading of 6, then if 
V(M) # 0 and ;f M Q: N, then V(M) 4: V(N). 
Proof. The proofs of (a) and (b) are straightforward. (c) follows from 
[1.19] and (d) from [1.20]. 
DEFINITION 2.14. (a) If P is a polynomial in F(K), we say P is isogeneous 
if all the monomials in P are incomparable. 
(b) If P and Q are two polynomials in F(6) we will say P < Q if every 
monomial in P is less than every monomial in Q. 
(c) If M, M’, N, N’ are monomials in F(K) then M @ M’ < N @ N’ 
if MM’ < NN’. 
(d) Similarly M @ M’ < N if MM’ < N. Note that no term in dN is 
larger than N. 
LEMMA 2.15. Let 0 be a PIC-coalgebru and {xi}isl a basis homogeneous 
with respect o some$ltration. Let {Pi}is, be a set of polynomials in the canonical 
representation of F(E) and write each Pi as Qi + Ri with Qi > Ri and Qi 
isogeneous. Then the Pi are algebraically independent if the Qi are, 
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Proof. Let f be a polynomial in the Pi’s such that f (P&r = 0. Part (b) of 
Lemma 2.13 insures that all the monomials in f (Pt) that appear in f(Qi) 
will be larger than the monomials in f(PJ not in f (QJ. Thus, f(QJ = 0 
which means that f was trivial. 
THEOREM 2.16. Let (I be a PIC-coalgebra with a regular basis 23 that is 
also homogeneous with respect o some @ration {&}p,, . Then F(E) is isomorphic 
to the coproduct of Pi’s with the number of Pm’s in the coproduct equal to the 
number of regular sequences of length n in d. (The coproduct in the category of 
Hopf algebras is the free product. The coproduct in the category of commutative 
Hopf algebras is the tensor product.) 
Proof. Note that since 23 is homogeneous, if Xi is a variable in the 
canonical representation of F(E) and Xi EF(~,~+,) - F&J then 
dXi=l@Xi+Xi@l+T with T E F&J @F&J. 
Now pick any regular sequence X0, Xi ,..., X,, among the variables. 
Assume Xi EF(Q,~+,) and let 3i’ be the Hopf algebra generated by Xi and 
let 3i = Ji’ n F(E,ri). Note that sip1 C V(zi), for V(XJ = X,-i implies 
3:-i C V(&‘) and if monomial ME &’ - 3i, M contains Xi which 
means that I’(M) contains Xi-i or equals zero, i.e., V(M) # 0 implies 
V(M) E 3;kp1 - Ji-1 . Consequently, if N E JiAl and V-l(N) n &’ # O, 
then V-‘(N) n 3i # a. 
Now apply Corollary 2.11 to obtain a standard sequence whose ith generator 
is of the form Xi + Pi with Pi EF(&J (note, X, > Pi). By definition, the 
Hopf algebra generated by this standard sequence is isomorphic to pPn . 
Thus, if we follow this procedure for all regular sequences among the 
variables we obtain a set of polynomials which are algebraically independent 
(by Lemma 2.15). Further they generate, as an algebra, all of F(E). For let ‘m 
be the algebra generated by them. Trivially F&) C ‘9.B. Assume inductively 
that F(t&) C ‘91 and let Xi EF(&.+J - F((5,). Then we have a generator 
Xi + Pi with Pi E F&E,), which means that Xi E 91. Q.E.D. 
The following propositions show that many classes of PIC-coalgebras have 
regular homogeneous bases. 
PROPOSITION 2.17. Let 6 be a PIC-coalgebra and assume there exists an N 
such that V(K) = (fig). Th en with respect o any Jiltration {~i}~~O of 6 (and 
there is at least one, [l .I I]) (5 has a regular homogeneous basis. 
Proof. We will use that notation V+l(O[i, ,..., i,]) for 
<ye”’ v(~(Gl) n C,) n ... n G-3 n ci n 
n-l 
and when convenient let &m = 6. 
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Start with g and (adding elements in ker c) extend to a basis of VN-l 
w, l,..., 11) then to a basis of Vv4(a[2, l,..., I]), etc. until we have a 
basis of VN-l(c[cq l,..., I]). Now adjoin to this basis an extension to V+l 
Pql, 2, l,..., I]) (i.e., obtain a basis of VN-l(6[cq l,..., I]) + VN-l(6, 2 ,..., 11) 
then extend to VN76[2, 2, l,..., 11) etc. until we have a basis of VN-r 
@[aA 2, 19-v 11). Now in a like manner find a basis of V”-l((c[m, 3, I,..., l]), 
etc. until we have a basis of VN-l(6[co, 00, I,...,1 I). Now start with the 
third subscript. Eventually we obtain a basis of VN-‘(a). (Note: Since 
Wn) c Cal it is only for convenience that we start with (5[1, l,..., l] 
instead of 6[pN,...,po].) 
Now extend this basis to a basis of IJ’~-~((E) constructed in a parallel 
manner, except that at each step first look at V(VN-2((X[i, ,..., iNeil)). From 
the method of construction of the basis of V-‘(a), we know that there 
exists a subset of that basis which extends V of the part of V-“(6) that we 
have already considered to V( VN-a(6[i1 ,..., i,v-I]). (It will be the union over 
m of the extensions made when forming a basis for VN-r(6[i1 ,..., iN-i , ml).) 
For each element in that extension find a preimage in VN-a(6[i, ,..., iNeil). 
Then adjoin elements in ker V to get a basis of V’+a@[ii ,..., iN-i]). (This is 
possible by Proposition 2.2.) 
The generalization to the construction of a basis of V(6) is clear and the 
basis we will obtain is both regular and homogeneous. 
PROPOSITION 2.18. Let (5: be a GPIC-Loalgebra with a grading {Di}~o . 
Then (5: has a regular basis which is homogeneous (and therefore homogeneous 
with respect o the associated$ltration): 
LEMMA 2.19. Let V be a vector space with q sequence of subspaces V = 
vo3v,3 v23 ...I v, such that nn,+Vn = V, . Assume V has a basis 
(x~}~~, which for any n contains a subset which is a basis of V,, . Then if W is a 
subspace of V, W has a similar basis with respect o W, 3 W, 3 W, 3 ..* 3 W, 
where Wn = V, n W. 
Proof. Assume initially that &,Vn = 0. Let {yi}ioJ be a basis of W 
and let A, be the subspace of V generated by {xi 1 xd E B and xp E V, - V,,,}. 
Then by hypothesis V = @,A, , so write each ya as &rij with aii E Aj . 
Now place a well ordering on J with the priviso thatj < i if yi E @:=,A, and 
yr $ @:=‘=,A, for some m. 
Let E, = {i E J / aio is independent of {q, 1 j < i}}. Note that {ai, 1 i E E,} 
forms a basis of the space spanned by {ai / ic J}. (If not, there must exist a 
least j 3 ajo is not in the space. Contradiction.) So for each yr 3 i $ E,, we can 
eliminate the aio term by taking a proper linear combination of {yj 1 j E E, 
and j < i> and subtracting from yi . Continue to call this changed term yi . 
481/29/I-Z 
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Now with respect to these new yi’s let Er = {i ~j - E,, 1 a,, is independent 
of {ajl 1 j < i, j 6 E,}). Again eliminate all the ai, terms in yi 3 i E J - 
(E, u EJ and get new yi’s. Similarly define Ez , etc. 
Note that uEi = J, because pick i E / and assume the initial yi E &=,il, . 
Then at each step if i $ E, , a linear combination of elements smaller than yi is 
subtracted from yi . Thus the changed yi will still be in @z=:=, A, . Conse- 
quently, if i $ ur:: E,, , by the mth step yi = ai, . Similarly J’,~ = a,,,, 
V{jIi<;andj~U~=:E,}.Th us if i $ E, , yi is dependent on previous yj’s, 
which would imply, if we work backwards, that the original basis of TV was 
not independent. 
Note, too, that the changed yi’s still span W, since we can write each 
original yi as a linear combination of the changed ones. 
Finally, the final basis is of the correct form, for consider x&yi , a linear 
combination of final basis elements, and assume at least one i is in E,,, but 
none in u,“r,‘E,. Then since the final {aim) are independent zb,yj 
E F, - vn+l ) i.e., in order to write any element in IV,,, in terms of the 
final basis one can only use basis elements in TVn+, . Thus (yi / i E utz,,l E,) 
will be a basis for It’,, . 
Now drop the assumption that flncu k, = 0. Clearly V/V% has a “good” 
basis with respect to VO/ VX 1 ?‘,/V, 3 ..., so W/Wm also has such a basis. 
Since W % W, @ W/WX the basis of W/lJfl, plus a basis of l4/, will be the 
desired basis of TV. 
Proof of Proposition. By the lemma, for each n we can find a basis of 
D, n ker k7 which contains Vm a basis of Vm(Q n (D, n ker L). The union 
of these bases will be a homogeneous coalgebra Sweedler basis. Now in con- 
structing our regular basis, assume we already have a regular sequence 
of homogeneous elements ,,xi , lxi , Y~i ,..., n--l~i with axi in the coalgebra 
Sweedler basis and (coheight & + 1 = coheight j-rXi. If l’(y) = ,+r~i 
and coheight y = (coheight +rxi) - 1, let %.xi be the pt component of y if 
degree of ,+r~~ = t. Proposition 2.2 implies that the totality of these 
regular sequences together with g forms a basis of tL 
PROPOSITION 2.20. If 9 is a GPIC-Hopf algebra then $ has a regular basis, 
homogeneous with respect o some filtration. 
Proof. Using the basis of [1.30] and using the normal diagonalization, 
it is clear that we can put a coalgebra grading on !+j with degree of 
n ?vyi = x ni , As remarked in [2.3] this basis is regular. 
Remarks. 2.21. (a) Though many aspects of coheight theory and SDP 
theory apply to Hopf algebras over nonperfect fields (see [5]), [5, Example 2, 
p. 301 indicates that Sweedler’s structure theorem is not true. The same 
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example shows that Theorem 2.16 also is not true. For if 0. is the Hopf 
algebra described there, F(c) cannot, on the one hand, be a coproduct of 
!&‘s since V(I;((s.)) # 1 @ fillv, and, on the other hand, cannot have any 
‘!&‘s, n > 0, in the coproduct since no element of F(c) has coheight 1. 
(b) Theorem 2.16 is also not true without the assumption that 
V(Va(c)) = 6. For let 0. be the Hopf algebra described in [5, Example 1, 
p. 271. Then F(c) h as variables of infinite coheight, (i.e., Vm(F(a)) is non- 
trivial) though V( Vaj(F((5)) is trivial. But in general I’( V”(u vi)) = 
P(u ‘&). Th ere ore, F(a) is not isomorphic to JJ‘& . f 
3 
Theorem 2.16 indicates that over perfect fields ‘3% has some of the 
properties of projectives in the category of GPIC-Hopf algebras. (Actually, in 
the category of graded Hopf algebras, if we let degree of Yi = 2pi, they are 
projectives. See [6’].) It is natural, therefore, to consider the structure of the 
categorical kernel of v: F(fi) + 8. (Th e map, of course, consists of mapping 
the variables of F(8) to their corresponding basis element of $.) Theorem 3.8 
shows that when $3 is a GPIC-Hopf algebra, it is also a coproduct of (I-Zn’s. 
DEFINITION 3.1. If q 4j + 3 is a map of cocommutative Hopf algebras, 
then let H-ker q~ be the set: (x E sj / (q~ @I) AN = 1 @ x}. 
[8, Lemma 16.1.1, pp. 312-3131 h s ows that H-ker q is a subHopf 
algebra of sj. It is easy to see that H-ker QI is the kernel of q in the category 
of cocommutative Hopf algebras. 
It is well known that if U is an associative algebra over a field of charac- 
teristic p, U can be given a restricted Lie algebra structure via x 0-y = 
.xy - yx and &‘I = xp [4, p. 1881. In the following, when we talk of restricted 
Lie algebras contained in associative algebras, we will assume that the 
restricted Lie algebra structure is of this form. 
DEFINITION 3.2. If R[X&, is a polynomial ring (commutative or non- 
commutative) an element of the form Xi, 0 Xi, 0 ... 0 X, (associated in any 
order) or the pnth power of such an element, will be called basal or, alter- 
natively, basal evith respect o {Xi}isr . 
Note that if F(c) is the canonical representation of a PIC-coalgebra with a 
homogeneous basis, all basal elements are isogeneous. 
LEMMA 3.3. Any element in the restricted Lie algebras generated by the 
variables of S[X&, is a linear combination of basal elements. 
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Proof. The lemma follows immediately from 
[4, p. 1861 and (a + 6)~ = ~1’ + 6~ + x;=;’ si(a, 6) with S~(CI, 6) in the Lie 
algebra generated by the a and 6 [4, p. 1871. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let (5. be a PIC-coalgebra and {xi}iE, a regular homogeneous 
basis of 6 with respect o some filtration {pi}&, . Let 6 = {PijieJ be a set of 
isogeneous polynomials in the canonical representation of F(c). Assume that if 
Pi E ker Vni+l - ker I’Q, we have generators of a standard sequence 
Opi 3 Ipi 9 . . . . ,iPi where iPi = Vna-j(Pi) + jQi with jQi < Vni-j(P,). 
Now let T be any isogeneous element contained in 2, the restricted Lie algebra 
generated 6y the elements of 6. If T E ker Vm+l - ker Vm, then there exists 
an mth generator T of some standard sequence such that T = T + U with 
U < Tandsuch that T, V(T),..., Vm( T) are in the algebragenerated 6y the jPi’~. 
Further, if for each i, each monomial in Pi contains the same variables and 
coheight ,Pi = coheight Pi , and T E ker V, then we can pick T (here a primitive) 
such that cohesght T = coheight T. 
Proof. First we show that if P and P’ are in 6, then we can find T for 
(a) P o P’, (b) PP, (c) P + P’(P $j P’), and (d) aP, a E R. 
(a) Put a Hopf algebra bigrading on K = sZ[,,P ,..., ,,P, ,P’,..., mP’] 
via deg,P = (pi, 0) and deg,P’ = (0, pi). Assume m < n and consider 
n-,nP c ,,P’. If m < n consider 5 = R[,P ,..., ,-,-lP, sP’]. Note that 
A(,+,P 0 ,,P’) = 1 @ ,,+,,P 0 ,P’ + n-mP 0 Op’ @ 1 + R where R E 5 @ 3. 
Thus by Proposition 2.5 there exists a primitive of the form +,,,P 0 ,P’ + S 
with SE 3. Clearly the (p”-“, 1) homogeneous component of this primitive 
will still be a primitive, which we will call ,T. 
If n = m, then n-mP 0 ,P is automatically the ,T we are looking for. 
Assume inductively that we have generators of a standard sequence 
,T, 1T,.,., jT such that iT is homogeneous of deg(pn+‘fi, pi) and iT contains 
n+,+iP o iP with coefficient 1. Then by Lemma 1.26, 3 in E a (j + 1)st 
generator j+lT of the above sequence. We can assume j+lT is homogeneous 
of degree (pnem+j+l, pj+l). Since V(‘(j+lT) = jT, i+l T must contain 
,-,+l+jP 0 j+lP with coefficient 1. 
Thus we can obtain T, homogeneous of degree (p”, pm) containing ,P 0 ,,,P’. 
By degree consideration T can contain no other monomial containing both 
,P and ,,,P’ or any monomial containing higher powers of .P or mP’. 
Now thinking in terms of F(E), by Lemma 2.13 (c), every monomial in 
a P ,..., n-lP is less than P and, in fact, every variable in ,P ,..., n-lP is less than 
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the largest variable in P. A similar statement holds for P’. Thus in T, the 
largest variables can appear only in monomials containing both .P and ,,,P’, 
i.e., in .P 0 mP’, and by Lemma 2.13 (b) the largest monomial in ,P 0 ,P’ is 
P 0 P’. Thus T is of the correct form. 
(b) As noted in [2.6] we can put a Hopf algebra grading on ‘9.R = 
5wP, IP,..., ,Pl with deg jP = pj. Now PO a primitive implies P$’ is a 
primitive and since V”(,PP) = ,,PP, we can assume there exists in %I a 
standard sequence whose 0th generator is Opp and mth generator is Q, with Q 
homogeneous of degree pmtl. Since V”(Q) = $P, Q must contain the 
monomial mPP and since it is homogeneous n,PP will be the largest monomial 
(in terms of !DI) which implies the monomial PO in ,,,Pu will be the largest 
monomial in Q in terms of F(K). 
(c) is proved similarly to (a) and (b). 
(d) is trivial. 
Now assume T is of the form (P,, o Pi, 0 ... o P,,) o Pi, . Let 
By induction we can assume we can find a generator of a standard sequence of 
the proper form for PiI 0 Pi 0 *.. 0 Pi, . Then replacing G by G’, part (a) of 
the above proves the theorem for T. 
Similarly if T is of the form (Pi, o P, 0 ... 0 Pi,)P’, t 3 1, we can assume we 
have proved the theorem for (P,, o Pi’, 0 ... 0 Pi,)Pfml and use part (b) of the 
above. 
Finally, if T is an arbitrary element in the restricted Lie algebra generated 
by 6, the lemma tells us we can write T as a linear combination of basal 
elements (in terms of 6). Use parts (c) and (d) and induction to complete this 
part of the proof. 
The last paragraph of the theorem can be proved by noting that under the 
additional hypothesis, every element in 5&I’, ,P ,..., ,P, p’, ,P’,..., ,P’] has 
coheight greater than or equal to min {coheight P, coheight P’}. But this is 
also the coheight of P 0 P’, by Remark 2.4 (if P and P’ do not commute). 
Thus, the generator of a standard sequence we select for (nontrivial) P o P’ 
has the same coheight as P 0 P’. A similar argument proves the corresponding 
result for Pp, and now induction shows that if S is basal in terms of 6, 3 a S 
of the form S + R with R < S and coheight S = coheight S. 
Now assume T E ker V and T = x aiS, , ai E si and each Si basal in terms 
of 6 and linearly independent. Since each monomial in each Pi contains the 
same variables, each monomial in each Si contains the same variables. Then 
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the regularity of the variables implies that the nonzero V(SJ are linearly 
independent. Thus each Si E ker V. Similarly, Remark 2.4 implies that 
coheight Si > coheight T, Vi. Now for each i pick a & by the above proce- 
dure. Then since each Si is a primitive, C aiSi will be the desired T. 
LEMMA 3.5. Give the commutative OY noncommutative polynomial ring 
WXilid a Hopf algebra structure by letting each Xi be a primitive. Then 
9(R[X&,) = I! (the restricted Lie algebra generated by the Xi’s). 
Proof. Since X, Y primitives implies that X 0 Y, XJ’ and aX + bk 
(a, b E s) are primitives, clearly f? C P(R[X&,). 
The converse parrots [4, Theorem 9, p. 1701. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let (xi}iEI be a regular, homogeneous basis with respect o 
some Jiltration {~i}~~o of a PIC-coalgebra 6. Let P, a polynomial in the canonical 
representation ofF(E), be agenerator in a standard sequence. Then if P’ represents 
the largest monomials in P, P’ E 2, the restricted Lie algebra generated by the 
variables in F(E). 
Proof. Let M be a monomial in P’ and X a variable in AI. As {Xi}io, is 
homogeneous dX = 1 @ X + X @ 1 + U with U EF(~,) @F(&) if 
X E F(C&+,) - F(&.). As we construct any of the largest terms in dM by 
multiplying the diagonalizations of the variables in M, when we multiply 
by a term in dX we must use 1 @ X or X 0 1 since multiplying by any term 
in U will yield a smaller product. Further, it is clear that all the largest terms 
in AP are actually terms in AP’. 
So assume that in AP’ one of the largest terms is K @L. Then if 
P’ E F&+,) - F(E,), either K or L are in F(&.+,) - F((5,). But P is a 
generator of a standard sequence, which implies that 
AP=P@l+l@P+W, 
with WE 3 @ J (J = Hopf algebra generated by V(P)). Since V(P) C F(Q, 
s = greatest integer <(Y + 1)/p [1.19], we have that K or L equals 1 and 
AP’ = 1 @P’ $- P’ @ 1 + T with T < P’. Consequently, if we change the 
diagonalization of each variable of P’ so that it is a primitive AP’ = 
1 @ P’ + P’ @ 1. (Clearly the diagonalization of a product of isogeneous 
primitives is isogeneous.) Thus by the lemma, P’ E !Z. Q.E.D. 
Before proceeding, we need some facts about free restricted Lie algebras. 
First, if 5 = {Xj}iEl, we can construct a free restricted Lie algebra on iJ 
over si in the following way. Take the noncommutative polynomial ring on 5 
and give it a restricted Lie algebra structure in the standard way. Then the 
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free restricted Lie algebra on 5 will be the restricted Lie algebra generated 
by the variables. This can be proved in the same way as the corresponding 
statement for free Lie algebras. For the latter see [4, p. 1671. 
Second, we need some results of Witt [lo] about subrestricted Lie algebras 
of free restricted Lie algebras. We summarize, in severely edited form, the 
relevant parts of his paper. (See also a useful summary in [l].) 
Let 2 be a free restricted Lie algebra, and let X = {xi}ipl be a set of free 
generators. Let xi + / xi / be a map of the generators into an ordered com- 
mutative group G such that ) xi / > (the identity) Vi. (We will take G to be 
the additive integers, but written multiplicatively, to conform to Witt’s 
notation, and let 1 xi / = 1 Vi.) Let PI be the restricted universal enveloping 
algebra of !i? (‘8 will equal R[xilis,) and thinking of 2 C 91, define X, , the 
subspace of $U spanned by the products .r,.re ... x,, IE 3 0, xi E X, n 1 xi 1 < s. 
Now let 11 be an arbitrary subrestricted Lie algebra of 2 and define 
U, = U n X, and B3, = 11 n C Utl ... Utn summing over t,‘s such that 
ti < s, l-j ti < s. Then if we take a basis of U, mod 8,T, for each s, the union 
of these bases will be a free generating set of U, or, in particular, LI is a free 
restricted Lie algebra [lo, pp. 197, 203 and Hauptsatz, p. 2051. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let 0. be a PIC-coalgebra with regular basis (x~}~~[. Let 
53 be the free restricted Lie algebra generated by the variables in the canonical 
representation of nF(Q). Now let U be a subrestricted Lie algebra of !i?. Assume U 
has a regular set of linearly independent generators 5 consisting of basal elements, 
with the property that ify E 8 and y E V”(U) then y is in W(g) and if V”(y) E 
d,then y~d~. ThenUhas a regular freegeneratingsetconsisting of basal elements. 
Proof. We will construct for each s a regular basis of U, mod 8, consisting 
of basal elements. The above remarks will then complete the proof. 
First, pick an arbitrary basis @i = {z~}~~JI~ mod !ZJs . By Lemma 3.3 we can 
write each zi as xj aijyii with aij E si and yij basal in terms of 5 and linearly 
independent. Since zi is a polynomial of degree s, each yij is a polynomial of 
degree <s, i.e., each yij is in U, . Thus, if yij is not in 3, then it is a com- 
mutator or pth power of elements of 3, i.e., yij E 23,. Such terms can be 
dropped from the sum without affecting the fact that 8 is a basis for (U, 
mod 8,). Consequently, we can assume each yij E 8 and in U, - 8, . Thus, 
a subset 8’ of theyij’s form a basis for U, mod b, . 
Now 5 is a regular, linearly independent set, and thus if a linear combina- 
tion of elements of 8’ are in ker V, each of the terms in the linear combination 
must be in ker V. Thus, we can pick E”, a subset of 6’, as a basis for 
(U, mod S,) n ker V. 
Now for each element of 8” pick the regular sequence in i’j that contains it. 
It is clear that each of these elements is in U, . The proof that they form a 
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basis for U, mod 23, is very similar to the proof of Proposition 2.2 and will 
not be repeated. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let $j be a GPIC-Hopf algebra with Sweedler basis 
8 = {Y&I * Then the Hopf kernel of v: F(a) -+ 5 is the coproduct of ‘$,,‘s 
[DeJ;nition 2.61. (If 6 is not commutative, consider only nF($); otherwise v will 
not be a Hopf algebra map.) 
Proof. Let E = {zi}ioJ be a regular basis of sj of the type described in 
[1.30]. Place on & the grading described in Corollary 2.20, and consider & 
filtered by its associated filtration. As noted in [2.20], (5 will be a homogeneous 
basis. 
In the canonical representation of F(B), let 2 be the set containing those 
variables that correspond to elements in C% which are p”th elements in their 
SDP (i.e., in the notation of [1.30], correspond to monomials of the form: 
P”xi , n = 0, l,...). Let U be the restricted Lie algebra generated by (1) the 
variables of F(s) not in 2, (2) elements of the form Xi, o Xi, o ... 0 X, 
(associated in any order), each Xi, a variable in I;($) and n > 2 ((2) only” 
relevant for nF(sj)), and (3) pth powers of elements in 2. 
In the noncommutative case, it is straightforward to see that we can pick a 
subset of the generators of U that will satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 3.7. 
Thus U has a regular free generating set consisting of basal elements. 
Call it 3. 
In the commutative case, we let 5 equal all the variables in F(8) not in 2 
together with the pth power of all the variables in 2. Again 5 is a regular free 
generating set consisting of basal elements. 
As in Theorem 2.16, for every variable X in F(sj), such that 
X E ker Vn+l - ker Vn, we can find an nth generator of a standard sequence 
of the form X + R, with R < X and coheight (X + R) = coheight R. Thus, 
by Proposition 3.4, if PE i’j n ker V, there exists a primitive P of the form: 
P + Q with Q < P and coheight P = coheight P. Now q,(P) EP($), and 
since v is onto, coheight P in F(5) equals coheight q(P) in $3. Therefore, 
p(P) = x aiyi , a, E $3, yi E ‘23 with the same coheight as P. Since 23 C (3, 
there is a variable Yi in F(b) corresponding to each yi . Then, if PO = 
P - z aiYi, PO is a primitive and equals P + Q - x aiYi, where 
Q - a,Y, < P and F(P,,) = 0. Further, it follows directly from the definition 
of Hopf kernel, that primitives in the vector space kernel are in the Hopf 
kernel. 
Now assume P is an arbitrary element of 5 with P E ker Vln+l - ker V”, 
n > 1. Let coheight P = t. Since 5 is regular, we can assume by induction 
that VY 3 0 < Y < n, there exists a polynomial P, = V(n-r)(P) + Qr such 
that 
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(1) V+r)(P) > Qc , 
(2) Qr E Vt-rfn’(F(4j)) (the coheight of V’n-r)(P) is t - Y + n), 
(3) P, ) r = 0, I,..., n - 1 are rth generators of the same standard 
sequence, 
(4) P, E H-ker p. 
Using induction hypotheses 2 and 3, Proposition 2.10 says that there 
exists a P and an nth generator of the standard sequence, where P = P + R 
with R E Vt(F(b)). (We are letting the 5 in 2.10 equal V(F(b)). Note that 
P E 5.) If P > R, let N be the sum of the largest monomials in p. (If N and P 
are incomparable, replace N by N - P.) Since V(P) = Pn-l = V(P) + Qndl 
with Qn-i < V(P), Lemma 2.13(d) implies that V(N) = 0. Thus, by 
Corollary 3.6, NE 2, the restricted Lie algebra generated by the variables of 
F(s). Proposition 3.4 now implies that there exists a primitive m of the form 
N + M with M < N, and coheight m = coheight N. Note that P - m 
still satisfies (2) and (3) of the induction hypothesis and, in addition, either 
P - W satisfies (1) or P - R < P. If (1) is not satisfied, we can repeat this 
process and eventually obtain (for this process will be finite) a P’ satisfying 
(1) in addition to (2) and (3). 
Now P’ is a pnth term of a SDP and all the previous terms are in H-ker v 
(since all the generators are, by induction hypothesis). Therefore, #‘) is a 
primitive and thus equals C aiyr , ai E R, yi E 8, with coheight yc = coheight 
P. If Yi is the variable corresponding to yr , let P, = P’ - C aiY, . Then P, 
still satisfies (l), (2), and (3) and, in addition, satisfies (4). 
So, for each regular sequence of length 71, rr = 0, 1, 2,..., co in 5, we have 
a standard sequence P,, , PI ,..., P, satisfying (l), (2), (3), and (4). The algebra 
generated by the Pi’s will be isomorphic to ‘!& . We claim that the coproduct 
of all such algebras is the H-ker v. To prove this claim, we must show (1) the 
Pi are algebraically independent and (2) they generate (as an algebra) H-ker v. 
(1) follows immediately from Lemma 2.15, since the elements of 5 are 
algebraically independent and are isogeneous. 
To prove (2), let 9l be the algebra generated by the Pi. First note that 2l 
is a Hopf algebra since each ‘$3, is. Second, note that if f is a polynomial in 
the Pi’s, coheight f(PJ in 2l = coheight f(Pi) in F(5). For by Remark 2.4, 
coheightf(PJ in 2l, equals the minimum of coheight Pi’s in !Jl and coheight 
f(Pi) in F(B) equals the minimum of the coheight of the variables in f(Pi). 
But coheight Pi in 2l = coheight Pi in F(8). Further if Pi = Qi + Ri with 
Ri E ?j and Ri > Qi , then coheight Pi = coheight Ri . But coheight 
R, = minimum of the coheight of the variables in Ri , and lastly, since the Ri 
are algebraically independent and basal, every variable in each Ri appears in 
f(RJ and since Ri > Qi Vi, each monomial off(R,) is inf(P,). Thus coheight 
f(PJ in 2l 2 coheightf(PJ in F(b). The opposite inequality is clear. 
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This fact implies, in particular, that every primitive has the same coheight 
in ‘$I and F(a), or, a fortiori, the same coheight in % and H-ker ‘p. 
[1.30] now says that if ‘+U f H-ker v, there exists a primitive in H-ker v 
which is not in \!l. 
Let L be one of the smallest such primitives (i.e., its largest monomial is > 
than the largest monomials of other such primitives). By Corollary 3.6, the 
sum M of the largest monomials in L is in the restricted Lie algebra generated 
by the variables. By the definition of 11, since ill is isogeneous, either M E U or 
M = x aiXi , ai E R, Xi E 2. If M E U, then by Proposition 3.4 there exists a 
primitive of the form ICI + N with N < 119 and M + NE %. (I:‘(M) = 0 by 
2.13(b) since V(L) = 0.) Then L - (M + N) will be a smaller primitive 
in (H-ker 9) - U. Contradiction. 
If AI = C aiXi , then since V(M) = 0, each Xi is a primitive. Thus 
L = M, and F,(L) f 0, i.e., L $ H-ker pl. Q.E.D. 
ilPPENnIX 
Here we show that in the commutative case, ‘Bm [Definition 2.61 is 
isomorphic to 2J& , the Witt Hopf algebra, defined below. 
DEFINITION. Let *Bn = JI[S, , S, ,..,, S,] (0 < n ,< 00) as an algebra. 
We first define diagonalization over the rationals by letting 
zn = sn + (l/p) S,p-r + ... + (l/P”) S,“” 
and taking each Zi to be a primitive. The theory of Witt vectors [6, pp. 49-521 
then, states that when we solve for each Si inductively, the resulting 
diagonalization will be defined over the integers. This implies that diagonaliza- 
tion can be defined over R. Finally, let c(Si) = 0, Vi. 
PROPOSITION. 93, E +Q, (commutative) as Hopf algebras. 
Proof. We first show that Si has coheight n - i in ‘%J3, . Assume inductively 
that Si has coheight n - i - 1 in 2&_, . Then if we show that S,-, has 
coheight 1 in 2& , we will have V(‘!&) C %3),-r , and the desired preliminary 
result will follow. 
Now it is straightforward to show that x E V(‘L13,) is equivalent to 
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x E (kerF)l, where F is the p-power map on the dual of 2Bm, . We will show 
that if ‘p E kerF, then v(S,+i) = 0. Now since p E ker F, cpP(&) = 0, i.e., 
It follows from the definition of the diagonalization, that letting St have 
degree pi will generate a Hopf algebra grading on !& . By our inductive 
hypothesis, every element x of deg < pn-l has coheight 1, i.e., v(x) = 0. 
Since S, has degree pn, if we write OD-,S, with homogeneous components, 
the sum of the degrees of the elements of any term of ADdIS, must be p”. 
Therefore, if any term in A,-,S, contains an element of deg > p+l, it 
must contain another of deg < pn-l and, therefore, v @ ... @ IJI applied to 
this term will be zero. Therefore, the only possible term of A&3, on which 
q~ @ ... 0~ could not equal zero is S,-, @ ... @ S,-, . But 
implies 
P’O...O~(S,-,O..‘OSn-l) =o 
if the coefficient of S,-, @ ... @ S,-, in AD-,S, # 0. 
To see that this coefficient does not equal zero, diagonalize S, (p - l)- 
times on the left. The first time we obtain 
AS, = S, @ 1 + 1 0 S, + d,S,-, 0 S::; + d&,-, 0 S:I,” + .*. 
+ d,-,S;I; 0 S,-, 
+ (terms with S,-, and lower S,‘s in them), 
where di = (F)/p. 
Certainly, the only term here that could yield, when diagonahzed on the 
left, a 
,s,-, 0 -*- 0 &-1, 
p-times 
is dDplSF;:: @ S,-, . Now AS,+, = S,-, @ 1 + 1 @ S,-, + (terms with 
lower S’s in them), so 
AS;:; = S;:: @ 1 + (’ 7 ‘) SE:,” + .*. + 1 @ S;Z; 
+ (terms with smaller Si’s in term). 
Again, the only candidate is Sz:: @ S,-, . Continuing we find that 
A,-J~I~ = (p - I)! S,-, @ .** @ S,-, + (other terms). 
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Therefore, the coefficient of S,-, @ ... @ S,-, in A.-,S, is ((p - l)! d,-, = 
(p - l)! $ 0 modp. Thus, we conclude that p(S,_r) = 0, i.e., S,+, has 
coheight 1. 
Note that we now have that V(Si) = S,-r , i >, I, since Si-l has coheight 1 
in *9&, but not in ‘3.3-r) and k’-r(S,-r) has degree@ [1.20]. Thus S,, S, ,..., S, 
forms a regular sequence. Now apply Corollary 2.11, with gi = !E!-, . 
We obtain a standard sequence whose ith generator is of the form Si + Ti 
with Ti E !IBP1 . Clearly the map ‘p, + *9l$ generated by Yi + Si + Ti will 
be a Hopf algebra isomorphism. 
Remark. The above proposition is true over arbitrary fields of char p. 
Just construct the isomorphism over the prime field and extend everything 
by scalars. 
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